
 - Dave Beattie seen meeting with Penguin Publishing 
discussing his tell all book about his road to recovery 
following  back surgery last week
 - David Speed spending time on Facebook reminicing about 
the days he used to have a moustache.... Novembers are 
tough for him
 - Mark Gallichio in Paris @ the Eiffel tower with his long 
time girl friend on her birthday... Did he propose?
 - Andrew Morton checking into another tropical resort
 - Kevin Baker seen running laps in Caboolture, getting 
himself fit for his debut in the One Day Magic on 17th 
November

Hydey and Will This is a modern day Milo and Otis type of Bromance. They chat daily & have a 
standing date every Thursday, meeting at 6.30pm at mid off on the Barnyard. I am starting to get 
worried about this relationship as I witnessed a sickening sight last week when I saw Hydey check the 
temperature of Wills beer and said "that's not cold enough for you, how about I freshen it up" 

Scotty P and Shapes The newest of the panther Bromances, these two have bonded post retirement 
from cricket. Their Saturday schedule is to have a morning soy chai latte then proceed to the Balwyn 
Pools where they will apply coconut oil on each other before getting their "bake on" this will be followed 
by a flutter around in the pool. The may also make an appearance at Greythorn park to "watch" their 
former team mates, in reality all they will do is talk about how much better off the team would be if they 
were still playing and discuss their favourite parts of the Notebook. 

Harry and Dicko A true test of a good bromance is its longevity, the bromance between Harry and 
Dicko has been going strongly for over 10 years. Both are extremely volitile characters, so it is a 
wonder how this bromance has stood the test of time. Their passionate support of the Hawthorn FC has 
helped this bromance. Few know that Harry is West Indian and how tempers boil when the Windies 
tour, but as all good bros do they stuck together. .

Poppo & PC Whilst both have been friends for a long time this bromance is relatively new, these two 
have bonded over their new found love of Thai culture.... They regulary travel to Thailand together and 
are often seen splitting a bottle of red @ the King and I.
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PANTHER BROMANCES

GOVEY'S CROSSWORD

TRIVIA CANCELLED
Effective immediately trivia has been cancelled, for those 
loyal fans (Speedy & PC) who appreciated the good nature 
of the challenge and accepted proceeds going to a good 
cause. 
To Hydey, Brenton, Blacky jnrs, Nudge, Dave Beattie, 
Govey.Your persistent sooking got the best of me and I am 
holding you accountable of killing off this beautiful thing 

What he offers: 
 - Organises end of Season trip
 - Premiership experience
 - Invites to the Nike family and friends sales
Marcus Hyde
Lets face it we're an aging list and Hydey is approaching his 43rd birthday. Whilst I can 
understand he is semi popular, and occasionally gets a team lifting wicket.. Unfortunately we 
are not going to win a flag with him still on the list and he must go whilst he has some 
currency
What he offers: 
 - Maroon headband

DRAFT PROFILE JUSTIN DESSENT - 5 YEARS ON
Hawthorns Issac Smith is regarded as one of the great come from no where draft stories, 
starting the season playing 2nds Football in NSW and finishing as BOG in a VFL premiership 
match which resulted in getting drafted by Hawthorn. 

AFL draft consulant Kevin Sheenan recalls another great draft story,  a story of a kid called 
Rusty, a kid with an attitude problem, a kid who spent more time thinking about what colour 
footy boots he should wear then the contest in front of him.

This opinion changed when Rusty lined up on former cricket team mate Dale Thomas in the 
local derby between Darnum and Hicksville. Kevin expected that Daisy would have a day 
out....

The ball bounced, Rusty got physical dishing out a cheap shot on Daisy resulting in an early 
free kick (one of Daisy's two touches for the day). Daisy got up wincing and knew he had a 
tough day ahead of him. 

The events that proceeded are hard to believe, not only was Rusty glovelike on Daisy, he 
hurt him going the other way. Rusty comfortably won every contest and ended up having 28 
touches and 4 goals earning him the free Pizza voucher. 

Rusty was now on all recruiters mind, many suggesting he'll go top 10 in the draft. Richmond 
were strongly considering using their first pick on him. Unfortunately for the AFL Rusty chose 

Grades Gazette
EDITION 4

EOS Fund $119.00
Location: TBA "One word, Relegation" - Anthony Schaepman

The topic of a mid season draft is brought up every year, with an indifferent start to the season I 
think it would be beneficial for the Panthers to be agressive over a trade period

Prospective clubs, this is what we have on the table

David Speed
Grit and determination is what Speedy's game is based on.... Sadly for the Panthers this season 
Speedy has shown neither of these qualities. 
What he offers: 
 - Punctual payment of subs
 - Bar turnover
 - Amusing anecdotes from the weekend before 
Simon Kann
If we were all blessed with Skanny's eye the Panthers would never struggle with the bat. However 
the term "Down Hill" skier is often used to describe Simon and unfortunately he has not been seen 
this season.

DEPARTMENT OF TRADES


